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SUMMARY

This thesis describes examples which answer two questions 
posed by Meeks about the topology of minimal surfaces.

Question 1 [Meeksl, conjecture 5][Meeks2, Problem l]. Given a set 
r of disjoint smooth Jordan curves on the standard 2-sphere S *■, 
such that P  bounds two homeomorphic embedded compact connected 
minimal surfaces F and G in B*, is there an isotopy of B s fixing T 
and taking F to G?

Meeks has shown that such surfaces always split B* into 
two handlebodies; it then follows that such an isotopy exists if 
T  consists of a single curve or if F and G are annuli
[Meeks2, Theorem 2]. We give two examples where F and G are not isotopic 
in one example F and G are planar domains with three boundary components 
and in the other they have genus one and two boundary components.

Question 2 [Meeksl, conjecture 2][Nitschel, §910(b)]. Can a Jordan 
curve on the boundary of a convex set in (R* bound a minimal disc 
that is not embedded?

Meeks and Yau have proved that such a disc is embedded 
under the assumption that it solves the problem of least area for 
its boundary [flYl, Theorem 2j. We give an example that shows this 
assumption is necessary.

Our examples can be described informally using the "bridge 
principle," a heuristic method for constructing minimal surfaces 
which was introduced by Courant [Courant, Lemma 3*3] and Levy 
[Livy, Chapter I, Section 6]. A method for making such examples 
rigorous was given by Meeks and Yau [m Y2, Theorem 7], and we include 
an exposition of the results of theirs that we need.
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INTRODUCTION

"Ce problème, qui doit compter au nombre des plus 

intéressants que 1 'Erperience ait jamais posés aux 

Géomètres, est aussi un de ceux dont les progrès sont le 

plus étroitement liés à ceux de l'Analyse moderne." 

Darboux on the Plateau problem [Darboux, Part X, p.60l].

In his paper on "The topological uniqueness of minimal 

surfaces in three dimensional Euclidean space" [Meeks2], Meeks states 

the following conjecture as Problem 1.

"Suppose r  is a collection of disjoint Jordan curves on 

S* =■ t(x, y, z) 6 R*: x.* + yx * zl = lj. If M, and « t 

are embedded homeomorphic compact connected minimal surfaces 

in the unit ball B which have boundary P, then M, and. 

are isotopic in B."

This is the same as an affirmative answer to Question 1 of our 

Chapter Meeks states that this conjecture implies another 

conjecture, the "topological uniqueness" of a properly embedded 

complete minimal surface of finite genus in IR ; his line of reasoning 

is to intersect such a minimal surface with a large sphere, cutting 

it into a central piece and some annular ends, and attempt to show
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that both the central piece and the ends are standardly embedded.

He proves the Problem 1 conjecture if either f  is a single Jordan 

curve or M, and are annuli. The same conjecture in a slightly 

stronger form is Conjecture 5 of an earlier problem list jMeeksl] 

in which he states that it implies the "topological uniqueness" 

of a complete embedded minimal surface in a flat 3-torus. In Chapter 5 

we give examples to show that the conjecture is false in general.

For a rectifiable Jordan curve P on the standard S* in 
|RS Meeks and Yau have proved that a disc of least area among discs 

spanning P is embedded. It is natural to ask. whether this is the 
case for any disc spanning T  which is a minimal surface 

[Nitechel, $910(b)] [Meeksl, conjecture 2]. In Chapter 5 we give 

an example of a Jordan curve r  on S l which bounds an immersed stable 

minimal disc that is not embedded.

Our examples are fairly simple to describe heuristically 

using the "bridge principle" for minimal surfaces. This is a property 

that one expects to hold of minimal surfaces by analogy with soap 

films. In rough terms it is as follows. Suppose that F and G are 

stable minimal surfaces in IR5 and >F does not intersect IG (Figure 0(a)). 

Let if be an embedded arc running from a point of iF to a point of 

VJ (Figure 0(b)). Modify iPUiG to form a new set A  of Jordan curves 

by erasing short arcs of IF and VJ near the ends of V  and adding 

two arcs close to Y  (Figure 0(c)). Then A  bounds a new minimal surface 

consisting of surfaces close to F and G together with a thin bridge 

along t.
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Figuri 0 ( 0 . P'igwre 0 ( W ) .

The bridge principle was introduced independently by Courset 

[Courant, Lemma 3 .3] and Levy [Levy, Chapter I, Section 6]. Levy 

outlines a proof which somewhat resembles that of Meeks and Yau 

as given in this thesis; several of his steps are hard to make 

rigorous. Courant asserts that a proof may be gives by the methods 

of Chapter VI of his book; an attempt was made by Kruskal to write 

down a proof on these lines [Kruskal} but Nitsche pointed out that 

it contained a serious mistake [tfitsche2, P.39&}. (The mistake is 

[Kruskal, p.310, lines 9-5 from below]. Kruskal regarded
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as a limiting case of a set of Jordan curves such as A. He discussed 
a minimal surface "spanning" 5FU <>G U y and attempted to show that 

it was the union of surfaces spanning ^F and ^G.) A proof of 

a form of the bridge principle has recently been given by Meeks 

and Yau [MY2, Theorem 7 ]» and it is their method that is followed 

in this thesis. They refer to another recent proof by Almgren 

and Solomon, of which no details have yet become available.

Meeks and Yau discuss the bridge principle with the 

techniques of their work on the existence of embedded minimal 

surfaces in three-manifolds. The idea is to construct a submanifold 

M of IR.* which looks like a regular neighbourhood of the desired 

minimal surface, such that 'SM has positive mean curvature; the 

condition of positive mean curvature is what is needed to apply 

one of Meeks and Yau's theorems to prove the existence of an 

embedded minimal surface i of the required type inside M, and 

since i lies inside M it will be of the form required to confirm 

the assertion of the bridge principle.

The execution of this programme by Meeks and Yau is 

complicated by various technical problems. For two reasons they 

allow M to have a piecewise-smooth boundary in a generalized 

sense, here called condition (c). The first is that it is easier 

to construct M if it is allowed to have a piecewise-smooth boundary. 

The second reason arises because we wish to construct minimal 

surfaces which may have positive genus, but the various forms
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of Dehn's lemma only apply to surfaces of genus zero. The surface 

that we wish to construct will be incompressible in M (in the 

sense of three-dimensional topology, see p.33)» and under this 

strong topological assumption Meeks and Yau have proved the existence 

of an embedded minimal surface by a different method. Their theorem 

[MY2, Theorem 5l appears as our Theorem 4- The proof involves 

cutting a three-manifold along a minimal surface that may not 

be embedded and then treating one of the pieces as having a boundary 

with, positive mean curvature. (An alternative approach to the 

existence of embedded incompressible minimal surfaces is due 

to Freedman, Hass and Scott [His], who give a detailed treatment 

only for surfaces without boundary but suggest that their methods 

should work for surfaces with boundary.)

On the other hand, to prove the existence of a minimal 

surface in M one proceeds by adding a collar to iM and giving 

the collar a metric that makes the union of M and the collar a 

complete manifold; for this M must be smooth and of strictly 

positive mean curvature. Furthermore, we wish to triangulate our 

minimal surface in order to undertake the cutting process in the 

proof of Theorem 4, and for this M must be real analytic. Therefore 

we need to approximate the original problem by one with better 

properties, and this is done in Chapter 1. The existence of a 

solution to the approximating problem is proved in Chapter 2, 

and in order to obtain a solution to the original problem we then 

need to show that the solutions to a sequence of approximating
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problems converge to a solution of the original problem, which 

is done in Chapter 3* The author encountered the difficulty that 

the convergence argument referred to by Meeks and Yau ([.MY2, p.156] 

which refers to [m YI, PP*423-425J) assumes that the surfaces 

in question minimize area; in order to handle surfaces that do 

not necessarily minimize area, he has not been able to avoid 

making restrictions on curvature in Theorems 3 and 4, the purpose 

of these restrictions being that they allow the use of the 

isoperimetric inequality (3*ll)• The author does not know whether 

these restrictions on curvature can be removed.

Meeks and Yau do not give details of their convergence 

argument except for surfaces of the type of the disc. For surfaces 

other than discs, we have made use of the paper of Shiffman [shiffman], 

which employs parallel-slit domains; there seems to be no other 

treatment in the literature that applies to surfaces of positive 

genus.

In Chapter 5 we construct examples which answer the 

two questions of Meeks mentioned above. Our constructions rely 

heavily upon the bridge principle. To perform these constructions 

rigorously we need to produce the "regular neighbourhood" M and 

then apply Theorem 4. In constructing M a key point is the ingenious 

technique due to Meeks and Yau by which a narrow tube may be added 

to a manifold with boundary of positive mean curvature so as 

to obtain a new manifold which still has boundary of positive



mean curvature in the generalized sense. The reader will note 

that nowhere do we prove a general form of the bridge principle 

the general form is hard to state, and it is more convenient 

to work with the bridge principle as a heuristic guide and then 

justify the applications individually.
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CONVENTIONS

We shall frequently consider a manifold M with several 

Riemannian metrics on M. If g is a Riemannian metric on M we shall 

write

5 for the Christoffel symbols of g;

for the connection defined by g;

b) for the distance between the points a, b 6 M 

measured with respect to g;

L9(c ) for the length of a parametrised curve c: to, l] -» PI 

with respect to g;

Aj(f) for the area of a parametrised surface f: F -* M 

with respect to g, and

A j(F) for the area with respect to g of a surface F 

embedded in M;

for the energy or Dirichlet integral

of a parametrised surface ft F -* M with respect to g.



We shall omit the symbol g from these notations when it is clear 

which metric is in question.

If f; F -* M is a parametrised surface in a three-manifold 

and v  is a choice of unit normal field on f, we define the mean 

curvature of f with respect to v  to be the function

h: F -* 1R

given by

h(x) = i trace^sCx^, Xtf), v » f

where X ?, X 1 are an orthonormal basis for T^f. With this definition 

the unit sphere S*" in R3 has positive mean curvature with, respect 

to the normal pointing towards its centre.
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CHAPTER 1. APPROXIMATING A PIECEWISE-SMOOTH BOUNDARY BY A REAL 

ANALYTIC BOUNDARY.

Definition. A branched immersion of a Riemann surface P in a smooth 

three-manifold M [GOR, Definition 1.6] is a smooth map

f: F -» M,

where f is an immersion except at a discrete set of points, called 

branch points, and at each branch point there exist local 

coordinates (u1 , ux) on F and (x1, x 1, x*) on M such that

f'(w) + if*(w) * wm ■* ffCw),

f*(v) = X(w),

(1.1)

<r(w) = o ( l w D ,  X(v) = oCIwl"),

oClwl*-'),
I X ,  . _ oClwl —  ). i * 1» 2,

where w = u 1 lu* 

greater than 1.

f * are the components of f and m  is an integer
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Definition. A minimal surface in a smooth Rxemannian three—manifold

M is a continuous map

f: F -» M,

such that f intF is a harmonic branched immersion and conformal at 

immersed points.

A consequence of this definition is that the mean curvature 

of a minimal surface vanishes at immersed points, because in conformal 

coordinates the equation for vanishing mean curvature becomes the 

equation for a harmonic map.

The aim of this thesis is to construct certain minimal 

surfaces in Euclidean space, but we have to construct minimal surfaces 

in other manifolds as an intermediate stage. We shall show in Chapter 2 

that it is possible to construct minimal surfaces in a three-manifold 

H if has strictly positive mean curvature with respect to the 

inward normal. In the rest of Chapter 1 we define a generalization 

of positive mean curvature due to Meeks and Yau [MY2], which we 

call condition (c), and prove that a three-manifold satisfying 

condition (c) can be approximated by manifolds with boundary of positive 

mean curvature. We shall use this process of approximation at two 
places in Chapter 4. First, the examples of minimal surfaces in 

Chapter 5 which are our goal are constructed so as to lie inside 

certain manifolds satisfying condition (c). Second, the proof that 

there exists an embedded minimal surface involves cutting a manifold 

along a minimal surface that is a candidate for being embedded and
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then proving the existence of a new minimal surface inside one of 

the pieces starting from the observation that it satisfies 

condition (c).

M is said to satisfy condition (c) if the following conditions are 

fulfilled:

(Cl) lSiere is a Cl Whitney stratification of N such that 

is a union of strata;

(C2) each 2-dimensional stratum of >M has non-negative 

mean curvature with respect to the inward normal;

(C3) each 2-dimensional stratum H of extends to a 

properly-embedded CX surface H in N such that H = Hf\MJ
(C4) if closed 2-dimensional strata H 1 and Hx meet at a point p, 
the inward normals to H, and HA are not at an angle of it at p.

Definition. Let N be a C* Riemannian three-manifold and M be a compact 

three-dimensional submanifold of intN with piecewise-C* boundary

Condition (c) is illustrated in K.gure 1.

t̂) C OtiitilK ( . ft) M.t cohJ (c). (C3))
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Theorem 1 (Meeks-Yau [MY2, proof of Theorem l}). Let N be a compact 

real analytic three-dimensional manifold with a smooth metric g,

K be a compact submanifold of intU satisfying condition (c) and 

G be a surface in >M bounded by a set P of rectifiable Jordan curves. 
Let t > 0. Then there exists a real analytic metric g£ on If such 

that g£ and its derivatives of order less than ^  ar® within £ of 

g and its derivatives, a compact three-dimensional submanifold M £ 

of intN with real analytic boundary fcM£ of strictly positive mean 

curvature and a set P£ of disjoint real analytic Jordan curves in 
iM£ such that there is an isotopy $ from H to H { taking T to T£ 

and moving each point of M by a g-distance of less than E,

l9, (p, ) < l ,(t ) ♦ t

and

Agt(*(G)) < a9(g ) ♦ e
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Proof. The first step is to perturb g to a real analytic metric 

gg in which each two-dimensional stratum of iM has strictly positive 

mean curvature. To construct g^ we use a smooth function

¥: N -* R

such that on each two-dimensional stratum H of 

V . V f  < 0,

where v is the unit normal to H pointing into M. Take a finite set 

of open balls {Bk: k = 1, ..., i] inN such that the B fc cover and, 

for each k, Bk is a disc. Define

V  B * *

to satisfy

V. V<fk < 0

on each two-dimensional stratum H of bM that intersects Bk, by taking 

a diffeomorphism of B^ to a standard ball such that all the normals 

to *Mf>Bw are close to a coordinate direction and pulling back the 

coordinate function in that direction. Then define «f by averaging 

the *fk and extending by zero over the rest of N.
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For & > 0, let X  = lf̂ be the metric on N given by

Y(p)(X, Y) = exp(i<P(p))g(X, Y),

for all p 6 N and X, Y 6 $_N. Let H be a two-dimensional stratum 

of and v be the unit normal to H pointing into M. We show that, 

in the metric Tf, H has strictly positive mean curvature with respect 

to V. If p € H and X., X „ are vector fields defined on N in a 

neighbourhood of p such that X^(p), X^(p) are an orthonormal basis 

for TpH, the mean curvature h of H at p with respect to W  in the 

metric Tf is

h(p) = ^trace(<S(X<l, X^), -w»,

where the second fundamental form and inner product are taken with 

respect to X. Now, writing X = X-t Y = X^,

S(X, Y),

< rV xY, V >

+ rr * Y i)vi,

where u l are normal coordinates for the metric g on M in a 

neighbourhood of p, and the suffices denote components in these 

coordinates,
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= - (exp(W)V!: + K * - i r « p C ‘t)j" iu‘

+ e*«»'toJexP(W) - g ij ̂ e3cp̂ ) ) rk")y^Jv 4.

Of the three terms involving the index JO, the first two are zero 

since X and Y are orthogonal to V. The third term is positive and 

does not vanish at p, so that since by our choice of coordinates 

the ,r*|j do vanish at p, ( S(X, Y), is positive at p.

By choosing a small enough S, and talcing g£ to be a real 

analytic approximation to Tfj (using the embedding theorem of Grauert 

(.Grauert} in the arguments given by Narasimhan [ Harasimhan}) , we 

obtain g£ with the properties in the statement of the theorem.

Because each two-dimensional stratum H is compact and 

has strictly positive mean curvature in the metric g£ with respect 

to the inward normal v», the mean curvature is still strictly 

positive over a neighbourhood of H in the surface H given by 

condition (C3). Thus we may perturb the two-dimensional strata to 

make them transverse along each edge of intersection while maintaining 

condition (C).

We now show how to smooth an edge between two of the 

two-dimensional strata or two parts of the same stratum.

A one-dimensional stratum may be a line segment with distinct 

end points, a line segment with both end points the same or a circle.

'

i
/
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First we consider the case of a line segment s with distinct end 

points that forms paxt of the intersection of the two-dimensional 

strata H y and Hj_, which extend respectively to surfaces H ( and H x 

properly embedded in N. Take a chart

Y: U -* N,

where U is open in (RS and 'F(u) is a neighbourhood of s, such that

H,n't'(u) = Y(n,nu),

where H, is the plane given by x* = x3 in coordinates ( x 1, x*, xJ) 

on R 3,

3 4r m u )  - vcryui),

where n 4 is the plane given by x

Pin Y(u) C. Y(pn u),

where P * {(x\ x \  x 1) 6 R* : x 5 IxM}, and Y “(s) is the interval 

[o, ll of the x1-axis.

Then ̂ MnY(U) lies in the image under Y  of the graph of 

x 3 * Ix'l as a function on the (x1, xi )-plane. We shall construct 

a new graph over the (x\ x*)-plane that will enable us to modify



■&M by replacing H ( and with a single new stratum, in such a way 

that condition (c) is still satisfied. Let

f: (R -* fc

be the C function such that

f' "(x)

f"(x)

f'(x)

f(0)

0 for x < -1,

2 for -1 < x < 0, 

-2 for 0 < x < 1, 

„ 0 for x > 1,

0 for Ix I > 1,

-1 for x < -1,

<

1 for x > 1,

IV

The graphs of f and its derivatives are illustrated in Figure 2.
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the »)_-neighbourhood of Y"ts), the graph of x1 = F ^ x 1, x1) lies inside 

U and has positive mean curvature with respect to the upward normal 

in the metric Y*(gg). Define new coordinates (y1, y*, y3) on R 3 by

I _y -
X 2 » X *y * x , y =

and let

fc3 -»  fc 3
be the map that sends (y*, y l, y 3) to (x1, x 1, x3). Then

* 1  = Y.(«ra l«-;'(u))

is a chart on N with the same image as Y  and

< ( { ( x \  x \  x3): x3 = F %(x\ xk ) b

= {(y1, y*, y3): y 3 * f(y')],

which is the same surface S for all values of At points in the

domain of with ly'l > 1, S coincides with or ̂ ( H j  and

consequently has positive mean curvature with respect to the upward 

normal in the metric T = Y*(gg). At the point p =■ (y't y *  f(y’))

of S, let X be the unit vector parallel to (l, ♦ f u f 1•, f*),

Y be the unit vector parallel to (0, 1, 0) and V  be the unit upward
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normal; then X  and Y form an orthonormal basis for TpS. We consider 

the function h of (y1, y3") which is the mean curvature with respect 

to V  at the corresponding point p of S. We can extend X, Y, V  to 

vector fields on the domain of 4^ which are independent of y 3 and 

obtain the formula

h(y\ y*) = ^ ( X ^ + V i x » )  «■ Y k( ^ -  ♦ V ; tYl))vi. (1.2)

Let n0 > 0 be a choice of n  such that the set

A = {(y1, yA, y3): ly’l £ l, 0 < y1 <  1, Iy3l « l]

lies in the domain of Then for = V̂ 0, the components of f  axe

bounded and bounded away from 0 and their derivatives are bounded 

on A.

We now claim that there exists 0 < 7 < 1 such that h > 0 
for l 4 |y’l i 1 and 0 4 y a ̂  1. Consider the expression for jp- 

on 0 < |y11 < 1 obtained by differentiating (l.2). As *1 tends to 

zero, all terms remain bounded except for the derivative of the term 

in This gives rise to a term in f "  and terms in f' *, together
*y
in terms which are bounded as tends to zero. The terms in f* 

are small when |y'| is close to 1, whereas the term in f' "  tends 

to positive infinity uniformly in 0 < |y'l < 1 as r) tends to zero. 

Therefore there exists 0 < 7 < 1 such that, for sufficiently small
n , h* > 0 for -1 < y1 < -Z, 0 « y2 < 1 and h* < 0 for 7 < y’ < 1,

1 I



0 i y1 ( 1. Since h is continuous and h > 0 for |y'| = 1 it follows 

that, for sufficiently small v̂ , h > O for 7 ^ \y11 £  1» 0 £  y 1 4 1.

For |y'l i I, 0 < y* < 1> all terms in (1.2) remain bounded 

as n tends to zero except for the term in which tends to positive 

infinity. Together with the claim established in the last paragraph, 

this shows that, for sufficiently small rj, h > 0 for |y‘| 4 1,

0 < y*- < 1.

So far we have considered the case where s is a line segment 

with distinct end points. If s is a line segment with both end points 

the same then the argument is the same except that V is not an 
embedding. If s is a circle we take two charts ‘f, and whose images 

cover s and average the functions F^ in these charts so as to obtain 

a C1 function with the required properties.

The result of this smoothing process is a new manifold 

M' satisfying condition (C) such that W  has one less edge than 

iM. By applying the process inductively to the edges of we obtain 

a CX surface G with strictly positive mean curvature. By choosing 

sufficiently small values of we may make G as close as we wish to 

We may then choose Vlg to be a real analytic approximation to G and 

to be a set of real analytic curves on iMg close to T. D
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CHAPTER 2. AN EXISTENCE THEOREM FOR MINIMAL SURFACES.

The theorem of this chapter is stated in the proof of 

Theorem 5 of Meeks and Yau [MY2]. For the details of the construction 

of (P, h) we have referred to [KYI, p.4 12 }. To prove that the surface 

we obtain lies in M we have replaced their- argument [MY2, pp.155-156] 

by a more geometrical one, which, however, relies upon a 

differentiability condition.

Lpmmfl 1 (Meeks-Yau [MY2, proof of Theorem 2]). Let M be a smooth 

three-dimensional Riemannian manifold. Let

f: B -> M,

where B is the unit disc in (R1, be a minimal immersion and let

g: B -* M

be an immersion with non-negative mean curvature with respect to 

the normal v. Suppose that f and g are tangent at 0 and that no 
point of f lies on the opposite side of g from V. Then there are 

neighbourhoods U, V of 0 such that

f (U) = g(v).
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Proof. Take coordinates (x*f x l, xJ) on M  near f(o) such that 

(0, 0, 0) corresponds to f(0), the common tangent-plane to f and 

g at (0, 0, 0) is tne (x’f x^-plane and V points in the positive 

xS-direction. In a neighbourhood of 0, f is a graph x s * fix’, x*) 

and g is a graph x* = X(x', xl). *f satisfies the minimal surface 

equation (l.2) which after multiplication by 1 t becomes

+ B(V«f) = 0, (2.1)
‘j

where W *  (*f,, 'f1) and A •. , B are polynomials with coefficients 

which axe functions of position in M. X  satisfies the inequality 

that its mean curvature is non-negative with respect to V, and. so 

satisfies the inequality

.. (vX)Xy + B(VX) > 0. (2.2)
‘j

Subtract (2.l) from (2.2) to obtain

2 . (A¡3 C**>C*iJ -  + (Aij (VX) -  Ay (7? ) ) fy  )
*j

+ B(7X) - B(7«f) * 0.

E a ch  o f  (A y  (7X) -  A .j ( 7 7 ) ) , ( b (VX) -  B (7 / )) i s  a sum o f  terms o f  
th e  form

e(> ■. x1, X(x‘ , x‘))<xi- S(x', x\ W ,  x1) ) ^ ,

where 0 is a smooth function and a, b ® W,
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=  e ( x 'f x z, x c x ', x2))x*-'“ >;'x^(% , -  <r()
<»o
fc>

*  2  0 ( x ‘, X 1, X(x', x1))fl\ ^ - ' « f 1# (Xt - f,)
I *o

+ (6(x'; X 1, X(x', x1)) - ©(x\ x1, «fix', x1 )))?•*£ C2.3)

Let

<Kx’, x1): [o, l] -» IR.

be the smooth function defined by

■&{x' , x1)(s) * 6(x\ x1, «fix', x2 ) + s(X(x‘ , X2) - <f(x\ x2))).

We have

0 ( x \  X1-, X(x', X1)) - ®(x\ X 1, Y ( x \  x4))

I?(*'■  xl) da

=■ (X(x‘ , xx)
( X ( x \ * ‘) '¡»e

Vx* dx .

After substituting this expression in the last term of (2.3)i “e 

may substitute the values of the derivatives of *f and X  in (2.3) 

to conclude that Y = X-f satisfies a second order elliptic linear 

homogeneous inequality with smooth coefficients

l Y  * 0.
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V is non-positive because no point of f lies on the opposite side 

of g from v. On a small disc centred at the origin L is uniformly 

elliptic and we may apply the Hopf maximum principle [CT, Theorem 3*51 

to conclude that 4* is identically zero. D

In the proof of Theorem 2 we shall apply a theorem of 

Morrey [Morrey, Theorem 9.4.8} which asserts the existence of a minimal 

surface. To apply this theorem in a case where the surface need not 

be of genus zero, we need a space of Riemann surfaces which is suitable 

for discussing convergence of conformal structures.

Definition (shiffman, p.857]. A normalized slit domain F consists 

of the upper half-plane {z *=([•: Im(z) ^ o[ in which are 

distinguished as slits some finite number of disjoint line segments 

of the form

{z fc : Re(z) > <x., Im(z) —  fi > o], 

called infinite slits, or

[z e l : « , <  Re(z) < Im(z) = /? > o}»

called finite slits. Each side of each slit is divided into finitely 

many segments, called edges, as is the real axis; each of the edges

is either regarded as part of the boundary or glued to another edge 

by identifying points with the same real part; in the second case 

the identified edges are regarded as lying in the interior of F.
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After the identifications on these edges the remaining edges become 

a union of circles, and when we refer to the boundary >F of F it 

is this union of circles that we shall understand. It is further 

required that there should exist 01 such that all points on edges 

with real part greater than o< are identified, except possibly for 

points on the real axis. The end points of the edges will be called 

the vertices of F. The domains are required to be normalized by the 

condition that either

(2.4-1) the infinite slit which extends most to the left 

has oC - 0 and the topmost infinite slit has 0 m 1, or

(2.4.2) there are no infinite slits and no identifications 

and the centre of one of the slits is at i.

We shall make use of the concept of a cohesive minimizing 

sequence introduced by Courant (courant, p.l45l*

Definition. Let

f :  F -» E, n fe IN ,*V n

be a sequence of continuous maps from Riemann surfaces F„ to a metric 

space E. If there exists £. > 0 such that, for all closed curves 

Tfs s' “* Fh and all n,

diam im(fn*ir) <£ ^  r  is null-homotopic,

then [f^ is said to be cohesive.
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Shiffman proves that if fn: F n -* E is such a cohesive 

sequence and the domains F„ are normalized slit domains of the same

to discuss the convergence of the functions f„. For this purpose 

we regard a normalized slit domain before the identifications on 

the edges as a subset of the complex plane; thus it is meaningful 

to speak of "a disc of radius r." Shiffman proves that we may assume 

that all the F„ have the same arrangement of edges and identifications, 

though not necessarily the same as that of F [shiffman, p.86l}.

If x 6 intF does not lie on a slit, there exists r > 0 such that 

B(x, r) intersects none of the slits in F„ for large enough n; to 

discuss the convergence of {f„^ at x, we discuss convergence on 

B(x, r).

topological type then a subsequence of {f „} tends to a limit F which 

is a slit domain of the same topological type as F r .

Supposing that the sequence {f „^ converges to F, we wish

If x 6 intF lies on an edge then in general the arrangement

of edges in B(x, r) will depend on n. Since the identifications

in F and F respect the metric on £. they induce metrics dp on

F and d on F. We define ** F

where H is F„ or F. Choose r > 0 such that there is an arc c in
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Vb(x , r) which for large enough n does not intersect any slits. 
Let

r »: BF .(x* Bf (x > r ) (2.5)

be the unique conformal diffeomorphism that fixes x and the end points 

of c. To discuss the convergence of {f„^ at x, we discuss the 

convergence of {f„»r,^ on Bp(x, r), which we identify with a disc 

of radius r in C.. (In the case wnere x does not lie on a slit, we 

can take r„ to be the identity.)

If x £ 'iF then x lies on at least one edge E. Take edges 

E, in F^ converging to E and apply a translation parallel to the 

imaginary axis to make E„ coincide with E; then by a similar device 

we may discuss convergence in a half-disc neighbourhood of x.

Definition [Hempel, p.5s]. Let M be a three-manifold and let G be 

a compact connected surface, not a disc or a sphere, which is either 

properly embedded in M or contained in Vi. We say that G is 

incompressible in M if for every disc D embedded in M with 

D C\G — ̂ D, is null-homotopic in G.

Theorem 2 (Meeks-Yau [k Y2]). Let N be a three-dimensional smooth 

Riemannian manifold without boundary and M be a compact 

three-dimensional submanifold with smooth boundary iM that has strictly 

positive mean curvature with respect to the inward normal. Let P
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be a set of Jordan curves in <)M that bounds a compact connected 

subdomain G of which is either a disc or incompressible in M. Then 

there is a Riemann surface F homeomorpnic to G and a minimal surface 

f : F -» M such that f (àF) = P  and f is a monotone continuous map of degree 

1 on each component of "àF, satisfying A(f) £ A(G) . If =  0, f is

homotopic relative to P to a map onto G that is a homeomorphism on intF.

34

Proof. Consider the parallel surfaces to àM

= (exps£n(p): p fe ^m ),

where n(p) is the outward unit normal to at p. There exists a 

p > 0 such that for 0 i £ Sp, is defined and. is a smooth

embedded surface of strictly positive mean curvature with respect 

to the normal pointing into M.

We define the auxiliary function

0 : {x fc IR : x < p} -» R.

by

/3(x) x

(exp(- y))*-

(exp(- - exp(- jj))‘ 0 < x <f>,

x $ 0.
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Now we define P to be the manifold {p fe N: d^p, K) < f} with the

metric

h ;j(p) = (S(d,(p. M))&ij(p), (2.6)

where g is the metric of N.

Our construction of ̂  makes h a complete smooth metric.

We claim that h is homogeneously regular, which means that there 

exist positive constants c and C such that every point p of P is the 

image of 0 in a chart 'f whose domain is the unit ball B(0, l), 

satisfying

balls in N that covers P. For each k take a chart 4^: -> B k where

for all k  * 1, .... £, x 6 Uk, v t T ^ .  By composing with a change 

of scale we may assume that C# 4 1.

clvl* $ hy )v*v‘ ( Clvl* (2.7)

for all x fc B(0, l), v £ T^BÌO, l).

Let {Bk : k « 1, ...,

U k is open in R 3 and fk extends to Ufc. Then there exist positive 

constants c and C# such that

Ivi* $ S i i ( V x ) ) v V  5  G« |v '
t

co
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By composing 4̂ 1 B(l£*(p), with a translation of

obtain a chart

4* « B(0, -) -* p

such that ^(0) » p, satisfying

c.lvl* ^ g ;j (\(p))v‘v4 < C# lvl‘.

If ff: B(0, l) -» B(0, is the linear radial contraction, then

'P =• y  off is a chart whose domain is B(0, l) satisfyingTr r

c, |v|‘ £ 0?f(x ) ) v V  £ C.lvl .

Now

£(x) = f4(p - x)“* + 0(Cp - x)'1)

and so there exist *\ * 0, c, > 0, Ct > 0  such that for f <

c,(p- x)'* S (3(x) $ x)'

Since C# S 1, for q in the range of

j  < d,(q.$,.) <

we

(2 .8 ) 

x < p

(2.9)

where  ̂= d (p, § p), and in a neighbourhood of we have also
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ds(q, if) - p - ds(q, M).

Therefore by combining (2.6), (2.8) and (2.9) we obtain (2.7) in 

a neighbourhood of with

c s C C .• i

that

We consider the class f  of continuous maps f: F -> P such

(2.10.1) F is a normalized slit domain of the topological 

type of G,

(2.10.2) f takes VF homeomorphically onto T,

(2.10.3) f is homotopic to a homeomorphism from F to G, 

relative to VF.

If G is not a disc, it is isotopic to a two-sided properly 

embedded incompressible surface in P, and so the inclusion of G in 

P induces a monomorphism of fundamental groups [Hempel, Corollary 6.2 }. 

Because P is homogeneously regular-, any subset of diameter less 

than the constant 2c lies in the image of a chart the domain of 

which is a ball. Thus if f 6 p and V: S* -* F is a closed curve 

satisfying

diam im(f»V) < 2c,
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foy is null-homotopic in P and so Tf is null-homotopic in F. Therefore 

any sequence in is cohesive. This fact may be used in the proof 

of Morrey's existence theorem [horrey, Theorem 9-4-8^ to show that 

there exists a minimal branched immersion f; F -* P which minimizes 

area among surfaces in K .

A theorem of Osserman, as proved by Gulliver for a 

Riemannian manifold [Gulliver, Theorem 8.1^, states that f has no 

true branch point; in other words, the image of f is an immersed 

submani fold.

We now show that f(intF) lies in intM. If not, let x & intF 

be such that f(x) ^ intM and dk(f(x), M) achieves the maximum among 

points with this property. Let be the surface parallel to ~iM which 

passes through f(x). mien at f(x) the immersed submanifold im(f) 

is tangent to $ r, because otherwise x would not achieve the maximum 

distance from M. Since has positive mean curvature with respect 

to the inward normal we derive a contradiction from Lemma 1.

Now that we have established that f(intF) C  intM, it follows 

that f is an immersion by a theorem of Gulliver, Osserman and Royden 

on branched immersions [gOR, Theorem 6.3]* Q
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CHAPTER 5. THE CONVERGENCE OF A SEQUENCE OF MINIMAL SURFACES IN 

PERTURBED METRICS.

solutions of the minimal surface equation found in Chapter 2 for 

a convergent sequence of perturbed metrics as constructed in 

Chapter 1 have a subsequence which converges to a solution for the

In order to carry out their proof for surfaces which may not minimize 

area, the author has found it necessary to impose the curvature 

bound (3 .9 o )  •

of dimension m whose sectional curvature is bounded from above by 

K = K1, > 0 .  Let N be a minimal submanifold of M of dimension n such 

that for some x fe N and £ > 0, B(x, £) does not meet iM or iN, where 

B(x, £) denotes the open ball in M of centre x and radius E. Let 

0 < & < min(£, i(M)), where i(M) is the injectivity radius of M.

Then

The tneorem of this chapter enables us to assert that the

original metric. Our proof is based on Meeks and Yau [m YI, Theorem 2

Lemma 2 ([MYI, Appendix l} This lemma is similar to a growth estimate 

of Siu and Yau [SY, Proposition l.io].). Let M be a Riemannian manifold

A(N0B(x, Î)) >• 2 !k ‘" f  (sin(xt))" dt,

where > 0 depends only on n.

I
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Proof. Let r be distance from x measured in M and A  be the Laplacian 

of N. Our first step is to estimate &rl using a comparison theorem.

If X, Y £ TpM, extend X and Y to vector fields X, Y and 

define the Hessian of M  to be the quadratic form

H(f)(X, Y) = (XYf)(p) - ((V Y)f)(p).
X

Let be the Euclidean m-sphere of radius

Tf: [o, a] -*M, 

r0 * lo, a] -*M0

be geodesics parametrized by arc length with TtXO) - x, a < i(M); 

r# be distance from "^(a); and X 6 Xo € T̂ , ,

Ixl =|X,| > 1,

<X, — <Xo, =0.

Then a comparison theorem given by Siu and Yau [SY, p.227^ states 

that

H(r)(X, X) >  H(r#)(X#, Xo)



Therefore

H(r*)(X, X)

- 2aK(r)(X, X)

> 2aH(r#)(X#, X j

— 2Xa o o t ( X a )

Now for any Y 6 T^M write

Y - Y * + > £  , 

where <Y', = 0. Then

=  <VY- ^  *

=  0

and therefore

H(r*)(Y, Y) = H(r*)(Y'f Y 1

4 Z

(3.1)

) + 2-X1.
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It follows from (3*1) with X — |^,| that

ii(r1)(Y, Y) >  2xa cot(xa). (5-2)

Let y € N and {e, , ..., e,,] be an orthonormal basis for

T Tl such that Y

(e •,, ~  > * 0, i — 2, ... > n .

Extend e. to a vector field e.. Theni *

H(rl)(e. , e. )
i-'

= ^  ((e.e. r*)(y) - ((Vf el)Tr1)(y) - ((^? e;)V)(y))
i*»

= A r* (5.3)

because N is minimal and so the third term vanishes. Combining (3-2) 

and (3*3) we have

Ar* >  2nXr cot(Kr) (3.4)

for r < min(£, i(M)). By Sard's theorem, for almost all 

0 < t < min(£, i(M)), X n HB ( x , t)) is a smooth manifold. Since 

lVr| $ 1, where V  is the gradient measured in N, for such t

t A(VNAB(X, t)) >  \ rVr.V ,
J V N O B ( x , t))

where v  is the unit outward normal to ^(Nf)B(x, t)) in N,



(3 .5)

dr.

(3-6)

(3-7)



then Q  depends only on n. By integrating (3.6) and (3*7) we obtain

C(t) >■ W'"*'a(sin(xt))" (3.8)

for 0 < t < min(E, i(M)). Now, since IVrl 4 1»

{*
A(Nf\B(x, %)) >  \ A(i(NOB(x, t))) dt

Jo

U
> nX \ t_l C(t) dt by (3.5)

Jo

U
>/ t'1(sin(xt))* dt

By (3*8), where 3  “ rlS- Q

Lenima 3 ([Courant, Lemma 3- l]). Let a > 0. Let U be open in C  and 

h: U -> M

be a smooth map into a Riemannian manifold such that 

D(h) $ a.

Let x be any point of <D and Cr be the subset of the circle of centre 

x and radius r which lies in U. Given 0 < K l ,  there exists 

i $ f> such that either Cp is empty or

¿-5
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(L(h(Cf))f $ 8»a

Proof. If

where ||»\| denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt norm,

JÏ

lldtl|1<is ^  ̂ 2D(h) * 2a
$

and so by the mean value theorem of the integral calculus there exists 

such that

The result follows by the Schwarz inequality. Q

Theorem 3 (Meeks-Yau [m YI, Theorem 2j). Let N be a compact smooth 

three-dimensional manifold with boundary and [g*| a sequence of smooth 

Riemannian metrics on N that tend in the smooth topology to a smooth 

metric g. Let K > 0 be an upper bound for the sectional curvatures 

of the g" and g. Let {m „] be a sequence of compact subsets of N 

that tend in g to a compact subset M. Let {rR\ be a sequence of sets 

of disjoint rectifiable Jordan curves in M n that tend in g to a set 

r  of disjoint rectifiable Jordan curves in M: suppose that

I
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V r*> L ,( r ) .

Let

f : F -> NR n

be a sequence of maps such that

(5 .9.1) F„ is a normalized slit domain of the same 

topological type for all n,

(5.9.2) f„|intFB is a conformal harmonic 

the metric g ”,

(3 .9.3) >F has the same number of components as T, 

f(>F) - r  and f is a monotone continuous map of degree 

1  on each component of ^F,

(3.9.4) fK(F„) C  Mb,

(5.9.5) A n (f„) < a, where a is a constant independent 

of a satisfying 0 < a < jj?- ,

(3-9.6) {f„\ is a cohesive sequence,

(3 .9 .7) i f  the F. are discs, there exist distinct points 

p , P . P € iF , distinct points q( , q^, qs € P and conformal

ddffeomorphisms
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such that

V r»(Pi) •* i “ 1. 2, 3.

Then there is a subsequence if, } of M  and a mapk

f: F -i N

such that

(3.10.1) F is a normalized slit domain which is the

non-degenerate limit of the F_ , and in particular hasnk
the same topological type,

(3.10.2) flintF is a conformal harmonic immersion for the 

metric g,

f(iF) =  P and f is a monotone continuous map of
(3.10.3)

degree 1 on each component of iF,

(3.10.4) f(F) C  M,

(3.10.5) A?(f) $ a,

(3.10.6) if r„ is the map defined by (2.3”), {f^» ^

converges to f in the smooth topology.
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Proof. Since condition (3.9*6) of the theorem states that {f„^ is 

a cohesive sequence, by taking a subsequence we may assume the FB 

tend to a limit F. We shall discuss the convergence of the f at 

points of F by using the functions r  of (2.5) and writing

First we show that a subsequence of {f„l converges on 

'iF [c our ant, Lemma 3 • . Because tends to P and (PR) tends

to L9(r), given any C > 0 there exists ’l'(ff) > 0 such that if OC and 

fi are points of the same component A of r, o r T  and d^ (oi, jg ) S f  

then the g-length of one of the arcs of A determined by «  and jg does 

not exceed <5\ Because g" -* g uniformly the sequence {fB] has bounded 
Dirichlet integral with respect to g. Therefore by Lemma 3 there 

exists S > 0 such that for all n and all x fe dF there exists 

i tp S i *  such that

L(?B(cp )) $ r,

where Cp is the arc of the circle of centre x and radius p that lies 

in the domain of f„. In particular if y and z are the end points 

of Cp then

d(x, y) 5 d(x, z) ^ $

and

d,(fM(y), fB(z)) * T-
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We claim that the image under f„ of the shorter arc of 'bP joining 

y to z is the shorter arc of joining f„(y) to f^Cz); this implies 

that {f„l is equicontinuous at x. If the P„ are discs we take the 

functions r, as in condition (3-9 *7); if we choose S so that at 

most one of the is within S of x, it follows that the image under 

f of the shorter arc joining y to z is the shorter arc of PM joining 

fM(y) to fn(z). Suppose now that the F„ are not discs; let ~C he the 

longer arc of 'fcF joining y to z and suppose that f„(Z) is the shorter 

arc of r; joining f„(y) to fn(z). Then Z U C p is an essential closed 

curve in P but

diamif^ZOc,)) < <r,

which can be chosen arbitrarily small; this contradicts condition

(3.9.6) which states that {f„i is a cohesive sequence. Therefore 

is equicontinuous on and it follows by the Arv-ela—Ascoli 

theorem that a subsequence converges on V .

We now prove that a subsequence of {f„^ converges in a 

neighbourhood of x 6 intP. The metrics g" and g are all uniformly 

equivalent, that is there exists C > 0 such that

T  g!. ( x ) v ‘ vi i  g;.’ ( x ) v V  < C g ’ ( x ) v V ,C ij i| *)

where x fe N, v 6 T^N and g' , g' * are any elements of {g", g T h e r e f o r e  

there exists p > 0 such that a geodesic ball of the metric g of 

radius less than or equal to f> is an embedded ball which is strictly 

convex with respect to all of the metrics g » g- Let k. — 1, ••«?
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be a cover of IT by such balls. There exists £ > 0 such that if B 

is a geodesic ball for some g" of radius less than £ then B c  B fe 

for 3ome k. and the g"-distance from B to "JB is greater than £..

Since the Dirichlet integrals of {fni have an upper bound 

by (3.9*5) we may apply Lemma 3 to show that if 0 < i O  is small 

enough for B(x, S>) to lie in the domain of fw then there exists 

such that

(I* (f„(^3(x, fr))))1 *

If % is sufficiently small then

6va .
i ^ 1

logi^O

so that

8na
log(^) •

ft,)) C. B ^

for some and the g”-distance of fm(>B(x, pn)) from ^B^ is greater 

than 6.

We claim that, for small enough S, 

?b(B(x , f>J) C B ^

for all n. By the Theorems Egregium, the upper bound K on the
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sectional curvature of g* implies that the Gaussian curvature of the 

minimal surface fB is also bounded above by K. Under this condition 

the following isoperimetric inequality holds for a simply-connected 

domain D e  [osserman, Theorem 4.3l^Toponogov, Theorem lj. (The presence 

of branch points may be handled by a perturbation of the metric.) 

(L(fJV)))* > 4i*A(fjD) - KiAC^lD))1

^ (4n - aK)A(fjD), (3.1l)

where a is the number satisfying 4» - aK > 0 given by condition 

(3 .9.5) • Therefore, given > 0, we may choose S > 0 such that for 

all n

a,„(?J b(*. f.)) < n- (3 .1 2 )

Assume that for some n

fR(B(x, )) $  B^.

Then for that n we can find

y f„(B(x, pw ))fUBk ,

so that

d(y, fnCto(x, p„)) > £••
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By Lemma 2

A(im(f ) 0 B(y, £) ) l>, Z x -  \ £ t-1 
Jo

(sin(xt))* dt,

where K = xl, and so if we choose

-  _ u  .
JL X ” " \ t” (si(sin(Kt)) dt

we derive a contradiction to (3.12).

We can now prove that {fn  ̂ is equicontinuous on compact 

subsets of intF. As i~*0,

diam(fn(^B(x, p h))) 0.

We claim that also, as S-*0,

diarn^ (B(x, ))) -*> 0.

Let A(S, n) be a geodesic ball of the metric g containing fn(*B(x, pn)) 

such that

diam(£(6, n)) =  diam( fn (^B(x, pn))).

Foliate Bk s intA(k, n) with geodesic spheres the rae'trio

depending continuously on \  € 1.0 , l"l, Z 6= ^ ( S »  n )» = *
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all of which are geodesically convex in all metrics g*, g because 

their g-radius is less than p. If

f„(B(x, pn))<p A (S, n),

let \ be the largest \ such that 5 intersects f (B(x., p )). ApplyO \ " \ **
Lemma 1 to 1*. and f „ to derive a contradiction. This shows that*o "
^fK^ is equicontinuous at x.

We now adapt the preceding argument to prove equicontinuity 

in a neighbourhood of a boundary point. In this case lf „1 is a sequence 

of functions on B(x, R) f\H, where H is a half-plane through x. Given 

£ > 0, by choosing r  > O and applying Lemma 3 we can find p n >0 

such that for all n

) H h )) < |.

Since the boundary values of {fR] are equicontinuous we can also 

choose r so that

L^(fJ(B(x, p j n v I ) )  < |.

We prove equicontinuity as before by applying the isoperimetric 

inequality (3.1l) to the domain B(i,p,)(11i.
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We have now proved that {fR} is equioontinuous on the compact 

set F. It follows by the Arzelk-Ascoli theorem that a subsequence 

of {f„̂  converges on F to a continuous function f: F -*■ M.

We now show that a subsequence of {f„^ converges in the 

smooth topology on compact subsets of intF. By taking a subsequence 

we may assume that there exists k independent of n such, that

f„(B(x, l)) C  B k

for some 6 and all n. Bet f be the metric on B^ obtained by pulling

bach the Euclidean metric over a chart with image Bfc; then, since

the metrics g" are a ll  uniformly equivalent, the uniform bound (3*9*5)

for the Dirichlet integrals D .(f) implies a uniform bound for
3 *

the Euclidean Dirichlet integrals Dr(fK |b(x , S)). We shall use this 
to derive a uniform bound for I V f J .

In a coordinate chart for N with image B k, -the condition 

that f„ is harmonic in the metric g" becomes

df: •a*?; +
Y ir V

<r "r-i i lli Mi. + ill 1
* 2. 1 ik\ 'ii 11 **v I

ik
(3*13)

for all i, where (I, *\_) are coordinates on B(x, S), f* is the i*th 

component of f^, A  is the Euclidean Laplacian and "T'k are the
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Christoffel symbols of gH. Let be a smooth function with compact 

support in B(x, %), equal to 1  on B(x, ^). Then

A ( f f ‘ ) *  f A f  ‘ + 2V1P.Vf* + f^Af. (3 .14 )

Prom (3. 13)

'll 'Iry
jw

'  2 -  rikl\ «  i (3*15)
ik

n (#
Since the functions f^, V, AH’ and T - *  are uniformly bounded

on B(x, S), (3 .14) and (3-15) imply the inequality

W * f j i  <= 0,lV(H>fK) | | V f J  ♦  o J V f J  + c3 (3 .16 )

for some constants c t , c^, c  ̂ depending on but not on n. Taking 

the L^ norm of (3. 16) we obtain

)B(x, 8)
|A(ff Jl^

< c,. )b(x , 8)
IVCffjl^lVf.lM + c.

Jb(x , 8)
I V f J *

for some constants c^, cf , c^,
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, 1 U
< c.

\ )B(x, %)
ivfjN

Ib(x , S)
iv(-pfjr)

i

, J. I i
t c ,  I V f J 1 + c

7 V Jb (x , S) / 6
(5-17)

after estimating the first term by Holder's inequality and the second 

by the inequality of the norms.

Because ff. has compact support, we have Sobolev's

inequality

x

JB(x , i)
IV C P fJI^  < o, l V |Va( f f li) l 1| (3.18)

)B(x, &)

for some constant ĉ  [gT, Theorem 7.1o] and an L* estimate which 

implies

)b (x , S)
|V,(Vfj|T '

Jb (x , i)
l A C f f j l ’ (3.19)

for some constant c, . (As usually stated, the 1? estimate involves 

another term on the right-hand side, but this need not appear for
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p
a function of compact support. In Agmon's derivation of the L estimate 

[Agmon, Theorem 6.l\ one may proceed by using his inequality (5•ll) 

instead of inequality (5-12) in the proof of Lemma 5«1>) We combine 

(3.17), (3.18) and (3 -1 9 ) to obtain

We have seen that there is a uniform estimate for the integrals

Dr (fjB(x, &)) l Vf, I*.
1)

Therefore (3.20) gives a uniform estimate for \
JB(x, 5)

The Sobolev inequality (3 .18) gives a uniform estimate for

f
\ |V(ff.)| , and hence for
J B(x , ''D

[  C | V f j \  si
JB (x ,  - )

since » 1

on b (x , |). We now take X'to be a smooth function with compact support
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in B(x, , equal to 1 on B(x, y). By the same method as for (3*16) 

we derive the inequality

k(*f.)l < oJviXfJIIVfJ + c„KI + cI t ’

for some constants clo, c|(, c^. This gives a uniform estimate for

s  ̂ |A(Xfa)| and hence, by the L* analogue of (3*19)» a uniform

S j |v*(XfB)l . By Sobolev's inequality this 
B(x, — )

l . We repeat this

B(x, f)

estimate for

gives a uniform estimate for
^B(x, | )

argument on B(x, —) to obtain a uniform estimate for

Ib(x , y)
j |7l(tfI|)l * , where 4* is some function with compact support

in B(x, y), equal to 1 on B(x, j ) . Sobolev's inequality then gives 

a uniform estimate for W f J  on B(x, |o .

Therefore the right-hand side of (3*13) is bounded uniformly

in n. A theorem of Morrey and Nirenberg {.GT, Theorem H -41, together

with our estimate for |Vf J  , gives a uniform G estimate for f„,

for some 0 < «. < 1. Now the right-hand side of (3.13) is G , and
¿♦•c

by iterating the Schauder estimates we obtain uniform C 

of f_ for all i.

estimates
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Therefore a subsequence of {f c o n v e r g e s  in the smooth 

topology on compact subsets of intF. rt follows that the limit f 

is smooth, and moreover conformal and harmonic in the metric g. 

f(M) C  M because f is the limit, of a mbsequence of f is

monotone on each component of "iP because f is the limit of a subsequence

of a
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CHAPTER 4- A THEOREM ON THE EXISTENCE OP EMBEDDED MINIMAL SURFACES.

In this chapter we prove a theorem of Meeks and Yau that 

asserts the existence of embedded minimal surfaces in certain 

three-manifolds [MY2, Theorem 5J- The theorem has a weaker conclusion 

than the geometric Dehn lemma also due to Meeks and Yau [MY1, Theorem 5J 

in that it does not assert that the embedded surface minimizes area, 

but the hypotheses are also weaker in that they do not restrict 

the applications to surfaces of genus zero. The theorem is preceded 

by two lemmas on unique continuation.

Lemma 4 (Meeks-Yau [m YI, Lemma 2}). Let M be a smooth 

three-dimensional Riemannian manifold and let

f. : B -» M, i - 1, 2,I

where B is the unit disc in C , be minimal immersions such that

f,(°) ■ f»(o).

Then there are neighbourhoods U, and U t of 0 such that either

or f,(uj intersects fx(Ux) along a finite number of curves passing
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through f((0) and the intersection is transverse at points other 

than f̂  (0).

Proof. If the intersection is transverse at f^(o) the conclusion 

follows immediately. Otherwise take coordinates (x‘, x 1, x s) on 

M  near f (0) such that (0, 0, 0) corresponds to f,(0) and the common 

tangent plane to f, and f at (0, 0, 0) is the (x*, xx)-plane. In 

a neighbourhood of 0, f, is a graph x 3 = ^(x*, x1) and f^ is a 

graph x J = *fj( x ’, xx) . Because Y, and satisfy the minimal surface 

equation we may argue as in the proof of Lemma 1 that Y = Y, - Ya 
satisfies a second order elliptic linear homogeneous equation with 

smooth coefficients

L? = 0.

If vanishes to infinite order at 0, the unique continuation theorem

of Aronszajn [Aronszajn] and Cordes [cordes] shows that Y  is zero

on a neighbourhood of 0, so that there exist neighbourhoods U, and

U of 0 such that X

f,(u,) = fx(V -

If Y vanishes to order N, Bers [Bers, paragraph 4] has given an 

asymptotic expansion

).Y  (x) = pM(x) + 0(1x1
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and

V Y ( x )  = 7 p w(x)  + 0 ( l x | - ' :l'+ t ) ,

where x - (x1, x*) , 0 < £ < 1  and p,|(x) is a homogeneous polynomial 

of degree N satisfying the second order elliptic linear homogeneous 

equation with constant coefficients tangential at 0 to L*f s 0.

Cheng [cheng, Theorem 2.23 has applied a theorem of Kuo 

[Kuo, Theorem lj to prove that in a neighbourhood of 0

‘f(x) =  pM(u(x)),

where u: ff.1 -» fc1  is a C* diffeomorphism. Therefore in a 

neighbourhood of 0 which contains no other critical points of p„°u 

the graphs of ¥, and "f intersect transversely except at 0 and their 

intersection consists of a finite number of curves. □

Lemma 5 (Meeks-Yau [MYl, Lemma 5]). Let M  be a smooth 

three-dimensional Riemannian manifold and let

f. : B H H  -» M, i = 1, 2,

where B is the unit disc in € and H is the upper half-plane 

{z: Im(z) > o3 , be minimal immersions such that

f,(0) * f4(0),

f,(l)- fx(D.
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where I is the interval (-1, l) of the real axis, and, at each point 

of f,(l), f, is tangent to fj_. Then there are points f  ‘ I, i — 1, 2, 

and neighbourhoods U. of "E. in H O ®  such that

f , <U,> f (U ). X

Proof. By a theorem of Nitsche [ilitsche3, Theorem 2j ft and fx have 

finitely many branch points on I. Let p * f(( ?() * f4(l ) be none 

of these, and take coordinates (x , x , x ) on M near p such that 

part of the x'-axis corresponds to f,(l), (0, 0, 0) corresponds 

to p, the common tangent plane to f, and f^ at (0, 0, 0) is the 

(x\ x*)-plane and, for some f> > 0 , f, is locally a graph 

x 5 =■ Y^x', x1 ) over B(.(0) O H  and f^ is locally a graph 

x s = 'fjCx', xX) over B (0) H  H. For |x'| < p and n ^ 0 we have

— ( ( x ' f 0))
0*-')

V f x ( ( x \  0)) 0

by choice of coordinates. Since ft and f are tangent along f^(i) 

we have

V 1*1 Y,
(ix'fix 1

((*', 0))
0>x')"*xl

0)) 0

for Ix'I < p and n ^  0. Because Y, and Y, satisfy the minimal surface
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equation we may argue as in the proof of Lemma 1 that 'f = Yt - Y 

satisfies a second order elliptic linear homogeneous equation with 

smooth coefficients

Y  vanishes on a neighbourhood of (0, 0), which implies the conclusion

three-manifold and M be a compact three-dimensional submanifold 

which satisfies condition (c); suppose further that for each 

two-dimensional stratum H of iM the surface H to which it extends 

by (C3) has non-negative mean curvature on a neighbourhood of H.

Let G be a compact connected subdomain of with non-empty boundary 

consisting of rectifiable curves such that G is incompressible in 

M. Suppose that the sectional curvatures of M are bounded above 

by a constant K such that

LY - 0. (4.1)

We see from this equation that
O x 1)

and consequently so do all its x’-derivatives. By differentiating 

the equation (4 *l) with respect to x' we may now show that all partial 

derivatives o f f  vanish on {(x1 , 0) : |x'| < p] . Hie unique continuation 

theorem of Aronszajn and Cordes shows that

of the lemma. 0

Theorem 4 (i“leek.s-Yau [m Y2, Theorem 5Ì). Let N be a smooth Riemannian

K ACC) < 4*.
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Then, the re is a Riemann surface F homeomorphic to G and. a minimal 

surface

f: F -» M
such that f(^F) = V»,

f induces a monotone continuous map of degree 1  on each component of ^F; 

and f(F) is embedded. If n t(M) = 0, f(F) is isotopic to G, relative to >G.

Proof. Because the outline of this proof is obscured by the technical 

detail, we begin by giving a simplified sketch. We consider the set 

^  of minimal surfaces in M with boundary Vi and area not

greater than A(G) which are homotopic relative to the boundary to 

a homeomorphism onto G, and let

f: F -* M

be an element of tj, which is as close as possible to G. f cuts M 

into a finite number of pieces; we let P be the piece which contains 

G and show that we may regard P as a manifold satisfying condition 

(C). If the image of f is not embedded, part of it lies outside P.



Now we find, a minimal surface

hs H

with, boundary >G and A(h) 4 A(G), homotopic relative to >H to a 

homeomorphism onto G. Prom the fact that h cannot be closer to G 

than f one can prove that h is the same as f. Therefore the image 

of f lies in P, and we have derived a contradiction which completes 

our sketch proof.

We now give the proof in detail. For each n we consider

the real analytic manifold PL approximating M and the set of real

analytic Jordan curves Px approximating P 51 ̂ G given by Theorem 1 •

Let G be the domain of "&M, that corresponds to G. There exists a r* 5
constant K' > K and an integer nQ such that for all n ^ n c the sectional 

curvatures of M, are bounded above by K' and

K' sup A(G ) < 4*.
n > *_

Let ty be the set of minimal surfaces

f: F -* M, (4.2.1)

I
I
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such that

(4.2.2) F is a normalized, slit domain homeomorphic to G,

(4.2. 3 ) f(intF) C intM,,

(4 .2. 4) f takes ^F homeomorphically onto T, ,
n

(4.2. 5) f is homotopic relative to W  to a homeomorphism 

from F to G^, assuming tt̂ m ) = 0,

(4.2. 6) A(f) $ A(G„).

Since an analytic minimal surface is a homeomorphism on the boundary [h h ], 
Theorem 2 shows that Cy is not empty. Theorem 3» with all metrics 

equal to gi, all manifolds equal to M A and all sets of Jordan curves
A *

equal to C, , together with the lower semicontinuity of the area functional,
A

shows that, when n >, ne, Cy ia sequentially compact. For f 6 tj, we 

now define a number C(f) that measures the closeness of f to G : 

let

C(f) = v.?,
r,
A

where V is the miit inward normal of 

f pointing away from G„. Because the 

be analytically continued across the 

i HH ] and so the integral C exists.

and i is the unit normal ofA
curves of r, are analytic f can

A

boundary by a theorem of Hildebrandt 

Because T is sequentially compact
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we may find an element of ty 

*f: $ -* M

such that

CCW) = sup C(f).

We claim that H* is an embedding on a neighbourhood of >$. Otherwise 

there would be a sequence of self-intersections tending to some point

at which *P would therefore have a branch point. Hildebrandt's result 

allows us to derive the expansion (l.l) at x [gI>1. Now the existence 

of self-intersections shows that, in the expansion (l.l), 

arg('f'Cw) ■*" i'f1 (w)) must take all values for points w which lie in 

$. Since has strictly positive mean curvature, this implies that 

there are points of imCY) which lie outside M , contradicting property 

(4.2.1) of the functions in Cy Since the extended f  sends a smooth 

arc in containing x to a smooth arc in T, we conclude that isfc
an immersion at x.

Suppose now that ̂  is an immersion.

Let FI be the closure of the component of M A ' imif) whose 

closure contains G„. We shall modify n  to obtain a manifold P satisfying 

condition (C) such that G^ c P. Because im^) is a real analytic set 

it may be triangulated [LojasiewiczJ, so that the frontier 11 of H  in 

N is the union of a finite number of smooth surfaces. Lemma 4 shows 

that points where two of these surfaces intersect non-transversely 

are isolated; furthermore, if f(D.) and ?(])*), for L, and discs 

in are pieces of surface that intersect non-transversely at x fe N,



near x their intersection is transverse and consists of 2V curves,

where V i 2 ;  thus, for small p> 0, Bp(x) v consists of

2v + 2 components, A^, ..., 2 of which, say A^ and A^, are

distinguished by containing points on the exponential image of one or

other normal to 'PCD, ) at x. If H meets A. or A then il is disjoint ■ 1 i
from , ..., and any component H of nn'f(D,ODl) may be

extended to a surface H as in condition (c) . If (I does not meet A^ 

or A^ then fl may meet one or more of A^, ..., surfaces

in n  do not satisfy (C4 ) at x and fl may fail to be

a topologically embedded surface. To avoid these problems we make 

slightly smaller: in each A£ , £ - 3. •••» 2v 2 , that intersects 

I! we introduce an additional boundary surface 5.̂  cutting off a portion 

of Aj near x; Zj is required to be transverse to 'f(D1) and ̂ (D^) and 

to have non-negative mean curvature with respect to the normal pointing 

away from x. By modifying II in this way near each point of non-transverse 

self-intersection of we obtain a manifold P satisfying condition (c) 

such that Gn CVP.

If is not an immersion, H does not satisfy condition (c) near 

a branch point, and so a further modification is needed. Let x £ int<£ 

be a branch point of 'P and take a chart X: U -»V, where U is open 
in 1R1 and V is a neighbourhood of f(x) . Then X  lo<P|W: W -* (RJ 

defines a branched immersion on some neighbourhood W of x. Let 

R. be a sphere of large radius tangent to TC'4°'f(w) at 'f'of(x); 

we suppose that the inward normal to X _,(n) at x is an outward 

normal to R#. Now let R, be a sphere of the same centre as R 0 

and slightly larger radius, so that a cap Q of Rt near X '• ¥ (x)
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intersects R  in a small disc. Let P  = X(Q). Then P has the right 

intersection with li to be a surface in the stratification, but 

does not give condition (C) because it has negative mean curvature 

with respect to the inward normal. However, we may make the mean 

curvature of P  arbitrarily small by choosing the radius of Re 

to be large. The first stage of the approximation procedure of 

Chapter I is a change in the metric of M  (p. 19)* and if the mean 

curvature of P  is small enough in the old metric the mean curvature 

of P in the new metric will be positive. Thus with a suitable 

choice of P  for each k we may obtain an approximating sequence

of real analytic manifolds {p,} by applying Theorem I.
K

For each k let P, be the real analytic manifold approximating
k

P given by Theorem 1 and let GJ be the domain of >P^ that corresponds 

to Gn. By Theorem 2 there exists for each k a minimal surface

\ *  P .
(4.3.1)

such that

(4.5.2) is a normalized slit domain homeomorphic to G,

I I I 1



(4-3.J) X k(intXk) C  intP^,

(4.3.4) Xk takes homeomorphically onto ,

(4.3.*) \  is homotopic relative to to a homeomorphism 

from X^ to G^, assuming T^M) —  0,

(4.3.6) A(Xk) $ A(G^).

There exists a constant K* ’ >, K ’ and. an integer ko such that for all

k  ̂  k the sectional curvatures of P, are bounded above by K ’ ' and 
0 v

K "  sup A(G^) < 4».
Ic*k. *

By Theorem 3 a subsequence of M  converges to a minimal surface 

X: X -» P

which satisfies conditions (4.2) if we regard it as a map into ft
The unit normal yu to X  pointing away from Gn must be equal to E, 

otherwise *f would not maximize C. Lemma 5 and Lemma 4 now imply that 

the images of X  and coincide.

Since Y(intt) c intMlf if is not an embedding there axe
n

two points x, y € intf with

7 2.

<f(x) >=Y(y).
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by Lemma 4 there are neighbourhoods U and V of x and y such that either

'f(U) = <f(V)

orYCU) intersects 'f(v) transversely except at *P(x) .

Suppose that the first, case occurs. Following [iffl, Lemma 4 ]»

let

O  - intfx 6 Y(x) = Y(y), some x 4 y 6 %}. (4.4)

We claim that Otherwise let x 6 V©-. Then there exists

x * y int$ such that

<f(x) * Y ( y )

and the tangents to 'f at x and y are the same. By Lemma 4 there exist 

neighbourhoods U and T of x and y such that

Y(u) » f(v ),

contradicting the assumption that is maximal. Hence there exists 

a point

z t

and, since Y  is an embedding on *$>, <f(z) is the ima®® of some point 

of int$, which is impossible.
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Since the first- case cannot occur, we deduce that there is. 

a point where intersects itself transversely. Therefore some point 

of the image of Ÿ lies outside P. This cannot occur because the image 

of coincides with the image of X, which lies in P, so that the 

assumption that is not embedded leads to a contradiction.

We have thus found an embedded minimal surface in-

each of the manifolds Mi . By Theorem 3, a subsequence of (<f ) convergesX h
to a minimal surface

f : P -» M (4.5.1)

such that

(4.5.2) F is a normalized slit domain homeomorphic to G,

(4.5.5) f(*F) =  and. f is a monotone continuous map of degree 

1 on each component of ̂ F,

(4.5 .4 ) if = 0, f(F) is isotopic to G, relative to V»*

We have assumed in the statement of the theorem that for each 

two-dimensional stratum H of the surface H given by (C3) has 

non—negative mean curvature on a neighbourhood of H. Therefore if 

a point of intF is sent to it follows by Lemma 1 that im(f) c bM.
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Then if f is not an embedding either ira(f) 

some non-empty proper subset of the curves 

in "iM. Neither of these can happen because 

f sends it,(F) to -n^G) 

in M.

is a closed surface or 

in P is null-homologous

and G is incompressible

We now assume that f(intF) C intM and show that in this case 

also f is an embedding. Otherwise, since a point of intF cannot be 

sent to a point of P, there exist disjoint points x, y € intF satisfying

f(x) =  f(y).

Then by Lemma 4 there exist neighbourhoods U and V of x and y such 

that either

f(ü) = f(Y)

or f(u) and f(V) have at least one transverse point of intersection.

In the first case we define 0  as in (4-4), replacing f  and $  by f and 
F, and argue that a point of intF is sent to a point of T , contradicting 

our assumption that f(intF) C  intM. If f has a transverse point of 

self-intersection, so has for large enough n, contradicting the fact 

that is an embedding. □
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CHAPTER 5. EXAMPLES OP MINIMAL SURFACES WITH CERTAIN TOPOLOGICAL 

PROPERTIES.

In this chapter we construct examples which answer two 

questions about minimal surfaces in R 1. Our constructions make use 

of the "bridge principle" for minimal surfaces, discussed in the 

Introduction: if P and G are stable minimal surfaces and f  is an 

arc joining SF to iG, then the bridge principle asserts that there 

exists a new minimal surface which consists of surfaces close to 

P and G together with a tnin "bridge" running along f. To justify 

this use of the bridge principle we apply the results of the previous 

chapters.

Question 1 [iieeksl, conjecture 5l(Meeks2, Problem l]. Given a set 

r of disjoint smooth Jordan curves on the standard 2-sphere S2", such 

that P bounds two homeomorphic embedded compact connected minimal 
surfaces F and G in B J, is there an isotopy of B s fixing T and. taking 

F to G?

EyampT O for Question 1. We shall first describe the construction of a
counterexample

informally in two steps, then prove that the surfaces are not isotopic 

in B* and then give a proof that such surfaces exist.

Step 1. In any system of polar coordinates on S c o n s i d e r  a pair 

of latitudes X, and )LX . i, and each bound a flat disc which is 

an embedded stable minimal surface (Figure 4(a))* Take a great circle 

g orthogonal to and ; this contains two arcs p and q which

I
i-



I I I
I
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of surfaces near the discs spanning i( and iJL connected by bridges

along p and q (Figure 4(b)). By results of Meeks and Yau, for example 

our Theorem 4> each component of C bounds an embedded stable minimal 

disc; each of these discs lies within the convex hull of its boundary 

and so they are disjoint (Figure 4(c)).

Step 2. Apply the construction of Step 1 to three pairs of latitudes,

(i = 1 , 2, 3) so that each pair (at, b;) bounds a minimal annulus 

E-t from Step 1. Topologically, but not metrically, the annuli are 

arranged as in Figure 5 •

To obtain an example where the surfaces F and G are surfaces 

of genus one with two boundary components, we connect these annuli

so as to obtain six Jordan curves on S 1  each of which bounds a disc 

in S 4 disjoint from the others. Denote these curves by a; , b.

V
by four further bridges oc, |3, ~f and i as shown in Figure 6.
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F;3 «re é.

The surface F consists of annuli 

spanning a^ and bx, connected by 

of annuli close to Eĵ  and E 3 and 

by bridges.

Each of F and G splits 

with two handles. For F the core 

knot (the topological picture is 

G it is unknotted (Figure 7(b)). 

B* taking F to G.

close to E t and E^ and discs 

bridges. The surface G consists 

discs spanning a^ and b^, connected

B* into a solid torus and a ball 

of the solid torus is a trefoil 

shown in Figure 7(a)) whereas for 

Therefore there is no isotopy of

If we perform this construction leaving out the bridge 

& we obtain surfaces F' and G', corresponding to F and G, each of
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which is a planar domain with three boundary components. Each of 

the three components of I"” = iF' = ^G' bounds a disc in S1- which 

is disjoint from the others; call this the disc inside that component. 

Regard 3 3 as embedded in R3, and attach an unknotted 1-handle h to 

B 1 along the discs inside the components of r 1 which meet bz and 

b^. Each of F' and G' splits B* into a ball and a ball with two handles. 

For F' the union of this ball with h is knotted whereas for G' it 

is unknotted. Therefore there is no isotopy of B* fixing P' and 

taking F' to G'.

We now prove the existence of the surfaces F and G by 

a method due to Meeks and Yau [MY2, Theorem 7]; the proof for F' 

anH G* is similar. To prove that F exists we construct a 

three-dimensional submanifold M of R3 with piecewise-smooth 
boundary satisfying condition ( c ) ;  M satisfies the additional



condition that for each two-dimensional stratum K of XM the surface 

H to which it extends by (C3) has non—negative mean curvature on 

a neighbourhood of H. The set P  of smooth Jordan curves may be taken 

to lie in X M O S 4 end K is a regular neighbourhood of a surface with 

the topological properties required of F. We then apply Theorem 4» 

with G of the theorem being the closure of either component of 

XM'T.

The pairs of curves (ai, b^) and (as, b^) are to be spanned 

by annuli. For each pair we start from the pair of latitudes Ji, and;

from which it was constructed in Step 1. For i * 1, 2 we take 

another two latitudes Xj and , a short distance away from l• on 

either side. X- and m .- bound an annular region A. on S4. A. is tot ' i i
be part of the boundary of a ball B j ;  XB. will be piecewise-smooth 

anrl satisfy condition ( c ) . The remainder of XBj consists of spherical 

caps of radius much greater than 1 passing through X; and yu.; we 

make disjoint from B^.

The bridges connecting the two latitudes of Step 1 run 

along arcs p and q of a great circle g. For £.<4, the 

6-neighbourhood of g has positive mean curvature with respect to 

the inward normal. We define the three-manifold L to be the union 

of B anrt B with the portions of a j- -neighbourhood of g which 

lie inside S4 and along p and q. (L is shaded in Figure 8.)
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We shall modify L to mate its boundary satisfy condition (c). 

Consider the point x in which p or q intersects VB,. (i * 1 or 2).

In a neighbourhood of x, L consists of part of B; and part of the

¿-neighbourhood of g, and >L consists of a surface Z which Is part

of a sphere of radius r; , a surface $  which is part of the ¿-neighbourhood

of g and part of S 1 (Fig. Consider a catenoid R whose axis of

symmetry is  the normal to I  at i  and which is  also symmetrical about

T, the plane tangent to X  at x; there is a one-parameter family of

such catenoids which differ by a homothety centred at x. Figure T



*3 «

shows the intersection of R with the plane P through the geodesic g. If 

the angle Q between T and the plane tangent, to Sx at i is small then, 

as we scale down R, RflP begins to intersect g near x, and continues 

to do so for arbitrarily small values of the scale factor (Pig. 1 a).

If 6 is close to there is a neighbourhood of i in which R H P  

does not intersect g for any scale factor (Pig. Tb). It is the 

latter condition that we require, and we choose 1{ , and

r. so that it is satisfied. When R has been scaled down sufficiently,



8 3b

the component of H O L  which lies closest to x is a disc D. D,

I and $ cut off three balls from L, and we modify L by removing 

these three balls. (The portions to be removed are shaded in 

^•8* *? t)* ) With this modification at each such point JL satisfies 

condition (c).

We make one further modification to "&L. Take a stable 

catenoid spanning two circles close to g, chosen so as to cut off 

small "channels" from L along the axes p and q. By removing these 

"channels" from L we allow space for the bridges of Step 2.

The curves a.i and bt are to be spanned by discs. Here we 

take new latitudes X and f*. a little outside £, and l! and form a 

single ball satisfying condition (C) in the same way as before.

From this ball we remove the portion that lies between two planes 

parallel and close to the plane of g.

It remains to complete the construction of M by adding 

neighbourhoods of four curves on S* corresponding to the bridges 

„<, 0, y  and 6 of Step 2. Where these meet the rest of M we intersect 

with a catenoid as before.

In the way we construct a three-dimensional submanifold

N of with boundary satisfying condition (c)such that N is a regular 

neighbourhood of a surface with the topological properties required



of G. It is possible to construct M and N so that M r t S 1  and 'MÍOS1  

overlap sufficiently for the same set P of smooth Jordan curves 

to be chosen as 5F and V!. The embedded minimal surfaces F and G 

then exist by an application of Theorem 4.

Remarks on Question 1. The author's first version of this proof made 

use of the geometric Dehn lemma and thus was restricted to surfaces 

of genus zero; he is grateful to S.T. Yau for drawing his attention 

to the result which is Theorem 4 of this thesis.

Meeks has shown that a compact connected minimal surface 

properly embedded in B 3 splits B 3 into two handlebodies [Meeks2, 

Proposition 2}. It follows that the answer to Question 1 is "Yes" 

if P consists of a single curve or if F and G are annuli 

[Meeks2, Corollary to Theorem 4]» We have described examples which 

show that the answer is "No" for the next simplest cases; evidently 

our examples can be modified to have higher genus or more boundary 

components. The question whether any properly embedded compact connected 

surface with boundary which splits B3 into two handlebodies can be 

realised as a minimal surface appears to be harder.

Question 2 [Meeksl, conjecture 2][Nitschel, §910(b)] . Can a Jordan 

curve on the boundary of a convex set in R bound a minimal disc 

that is not embedded?

Kvsmpie for Question 2. We take two disjoint Jordan curves on S4 

that bound stable minimal discs with interiors that intersect, and 

connect them by a bridge with boundary in S .

I
:

1



More precisely, let JL (i = 1, 2, 3) be latitudes close

to the equator, lying between i, and Form a Jordan curve

("j c s* by connecting and iz with two arcs nearly parallel to

a longitude. By the bridge principle, P, bounds a minimal disc

Dt consisting of discs close to the flat discs spanned by i, and

connected by a thin bridge. D does not minimize area, so P,
Xbounds another minimal disc which lies close to S . Form a 

Jordan curve P^ by connecting P, and with two arcs nearly 

parallel to a longitude. Let be the flat disc bounded by jfî. 

Then 1"̂  bounds a stable minimal disc consisting of discs close

to D, and joined by a bridge, and 1"̂ also bounds a stable 

minimal disc Dj. consisting of discs close to D1 and joined by 

a bridge. Let P^ be a Jordan curve close to but not intersecting 

Px. Then 1“̂  and bound stable minimal discs that intersect, 

and these may be connected by a bridge. As with the example for 

Question 1, we may prove that such a discAexists by constructing 

a manifold satisfying condition (c), which in this case is 

immersed in (R* rather than embedded. (The reason for the disc 

Dj is to allow us to use this method to attach the final bridge.)



St.

Remarks on Question 2. We are not using the full strength of Theorem 4, 

since we do not need A  to be embedded.

Having constructed an immersed minimal disc A  with c Sa 

it is natural to ask whether such a disc can have a branch point.

It does not seem possible to construct a disc with a branch point 

using the bridge principle.

The Jordan curve "bA appears to bound at least five stable 

minimal discs, four obtained by the bridge principle together with 

the disc of least area, which appears to be a "ribbon" close to the 

curve C; it appears that only one of these fails to be embedded.

There should be at least four unstable minimal discs as well. Given 

that a Jordan curve P bounds a minimal disc that is not embedded, 

how many other minimal discs must P bound? Meeks has shown that 

P  must bound at least two embedded stable minimal discs 

[MY2, Theorem 4, Corollary ll-
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